CUW Sitting Volleyball Tournament Fundraiser – 11/2/19

Sitting Volleyball Rules:
- Net is approximately 1 meter high
  - Full court dimensions: 10x 6 meters (each side is 5x3 meters) with a 2-meter attack line
- Up to 3 contacts with the ball required before returning it to the other team
- Rally scoring (one team scores each time the ball is served)
- Total points scored in 15 minutes
- Players can block serves
- One butt cheek must be in contact with the floor whenever in contact with the ball
- Cannot stand, rise, or take any steps when on the court

Tournament Structure:
- Modified single elimination
- Two games guaranteed
- Top two teams in total points scored will receive prizes.
- Other players will be eligible for raffle prizes
- All team members will be required to sign a liability waiver on the day of the tournament